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Abstract 
In the present report a complete theoretica! analysis and practical design of a miniaturized 20cc, 
5.2 Watt battery charger will be given. A standard flyback topology is chosen, theoretically 
analyzed and implemented. The need to reduce the number of components resulted in an 
integrated flyback solution, the VIPer20 of SGS-Thomson. A novel frequency reduction technique 
is introduced to prevent the battery charger to operate in burst mode at low output loads and high 
input voltages, foliowed by a practical implementation. The electricallosses in the converter are 
identified, calculated and successfully verified by measurement. The feedback loop is theoretically 
analyzed using the statespace averaging method, which results in a dynamic small signal (AC) and 
steady state (DC) model of the converter operatingin current and voltage regulation mode. From 
these models the Bode plots are calculated and successfully verified by a closed loop gain 
measurement. The electrical volume of the prototype battery charger is 25cc due to the chosen 
transformer. When using flying leads 20cc is possible. 
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Introduetion 

1. Introduetion 

1. 1 Farmu/ation of the Problem 
T o obtain more freedom in the mechanica! construction and casing design of power supplies used 
for charging battery packs of cellular phones, one needs to reduce the electrical volume by using 
smaller and/ or less components. Here a con tradietion occurs, since the customer is nowadays 
interested in features like fast charging, which more or less implies that high charging currents 
should he used, and low standby losses. This does not automatically result in smaller and/ or less 
components. By decreasing the casing dimensions, we also decrease the overall convection area. As 
a result the internallosses of the power supply should he kept as low as possible in order to 
maintain the temperature of the power supply at an acceptable level. The price of the power supply 
should also he considered from a cost-saving point of view. The billof material should he kept as 
low as possible. 

1.2 Description of Assignment 
The assignment of my graduation project was to develop a small battery charger, which can he used 
to charge Ni Cd, NiMHand Li-Ion batteries. The output specifications are a regulated continuous 
output current of 800mA± 10% at an output voltage of 6.5V ± 10% for NiCd and NiMHand 
4.1 V± 1% for Li-Ion. While operatingin current regulation an output voltage down to 3 V must 
he guaranteed. Below 3V current foldback should occur. The power supply is notallowed to 
operate in burst mode at the minimum output current of SOmA. The input voltage is universa! 
mains, which is an input voltage of 85V up to 265V. The power supply should meet the EMI and 
safety regulations. These specifications must he achieved in a volume of ±20cc. Fora better 
understanding of the battery charger output voltage and current, we will give a full explanation 
below. 

The battery charger output voltage and current are given in Fig. ( 1.1 ). This graph depiets the 
complete charge cycle of an entirely discharged battery pack. The ideal situation is represented by 
the dashed lines, the drawn curve is normally measured. 

Vo V] 

4.1/65 t---:---~--.......... -=-=-=-:....:-=-=-:....::..J-

3.0 ........ -~· ............................... ·:.:..·:;.:. 

--
SOOmA 

Fig. ( 1.1) !deal and normally measured output voltage and current of the battery charger 

When the charger is connected to the cellular phone it will first operate in voltage regulation mode. 
A series resistance in the cellular phone with the impedance of the battery pack willlimit the pre
charge current to SOmA. During pre-charge the voltage of the battery pack will rise up till 3V and 
at that point the charging control of the cellular phone is activated. The series resistance is short 
circuited by a MOSFet internallyin the cellular phone, causing the battery charger to operate in 
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current regulation mode. In this stage the battery pack is charged at the maximum current of 
800mA. We are now at the verticalline in the graph. The battery voltage will increase to the 
nominal battery pack voltage. At this point we are in the "knee" of the V,, -Jo curve, and the 

charger will change from current to voltage regulation mode. The charge control circuit in the 
cellular phone will identify a completely charged battery pack at the horizontal part of the V,, - 1

0 

curve and will shut down. 

1.3 Report Description 
A first step in the development of the power supply is choosing the right topology. Since lots of 
combinations are possible with the topologies which are nowadays available, we reduced the 
possibilities to the ones which were actual at EPM in the period I started my graduation project. 
After a short comparison, given in Chapter 2, between different topologies, we have chosen one 
topology to be studied. In Chapter 3 a complete theoretica! analysis and design will he given. A 
power supply is, like a lot of electronics, a controlled system and it uses a feedback loop to increase 
system performance. The impraper closing of such a loop may result in overshoot, instahilities or 
even worse system performance as without a closed feedback loop. In Chapter 4 a equivalent 
Steady-State (DC) model and a Dynamic (AC) Small Signal Model of the converter including its 
current and voltage feedback system will be derived. By using these models we can predict the 
behavior of the converter and this will be verified by measurements. Minimizing the volume was 
one of the main targets of this project. This implies less convection area and therefore the electrical 
losses must he kept below an acceptable level. A detailed analyses and calculation of the electrical 
losses is given in Chapter 5 foliowed by a verification by measuring the efficiency of the converter. 
Meeting the EMI level can he a problem due to the switching behavior of the converter. Chapter 6 
is devoted to the EMI behavior of the converter, EMI measurement setup and EMI levels. Since the 
measurements already clone do notcover all the specifications of the battery charger, we describe 
several general measurements in Chapter 7. A summary of the conclusions in this report and 
recommendations are given in Chapter 8, foliowed by some additional derivations and explanations 
in the Appendices 

In this Chapter we have set out the object of this project. In the next Chapter we will decide which 
topology is the best choice for this application. 
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2. Topology and Converter Choice 

2.1 Topology Choice 
The first and rather important decision in this project is choosing the right topology, which 
roughly fixes the electrical structure and the setup of the power supply. In order to choose the best 
converter topology for this application, we have made a comparison of several topologies which 
were actual at EPM in the period I started my graduation project. See T able ( 2.1 ) for a short 
overv1ew. 

Resonant LLC converter Resonant LLC converter Conventional jly-back Bi-directional jly-back 
with input voltage pre- converter converter 
conditioner 

transfarmer E16 E13 E13 E13 
input filter CLC filter CLC-filter CLC-filter CLC filter 

output filter low pass filter low pass filter low pass filter low pass filter 
switches primary two MOS-Fets, primary two MOS-Fets, primary a MOS-Fet, primary and secondary a 

secondary two diodes secondary two diodes secondary a diode MOS-Fet 
switchinf!. {requency 75-105kHz 35-45kHz 100kHz 100kHz 

primary peak current 7rPj, 
338mA tri',;;, 

338mA 
V vc_ cos( .9 1_) 

VDc.w cos( 9 1.~.} ~=430mA ~=430mA 
' ' 

primary maximum V oe V oe Voc+NVo Voc+Nvo 
volta?,e 

complexity control half bridge driver, half bridge driver, PWM, voltage two control loops, 
system VCO, voltage reference VCO, voltage reference reference consisting of two 

accurate voltage sensing 
circuits, primary a PWM 
circuit 

EMI ++ ++ 0 + 
efficiency 65-70% 70-75% 60-65% 65-70% 

volume 0 + 
re sult Universa! input Input voltage control Although not original, control circuits are not 

increases the increases the total size due to the smal! yet integrated and 
transfarmer size and and therefore is this amount of components therefore too 
therefore is this topology not useful is this topology useful complicated to build 
topology not useful discrete 

Table ( 2.1) A comparison between different topologies 

The final choice is more or less based on the number and the size of the components, especially the 
transformer, necessary to build the converter. Table ( 2.1) shows that the conventional fly-back 
converter is the best choice when consiclering size and the number of components. When 
consiclering EMI, a LLC based converter is more applicable, but the universa! rnains aim increases 
the size of the transformer. This can be overcome by using an input voltage pre-conditioner and 
therefore by increasing the number of components. The bi-directional flyback converter is 
interesting because of the low switching losses. A problem using this topology is the complexity of 
the primary and secondary control circuits, which are not yet integrated at the present moment. 
Because of the fact that the topology as such is rather interesting for miniaturisation aims, we have 
included a small description of a possible implementation of a bi-directional flyback converter in 
Appendix D. Every topology has it's own merits and demerits, but since miniaturisation is the 
most important aim in this project we therefore have chosen for the conventional flyback 
converter. A next step in the decrease of the number of components is integration and therefore 
we will now investigate several integrated flyback solutions. 
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2.2 V/Per20 lntegrated Flyback Salution 
At the beginning of this project we have made a short inventory of the integrated control circuits 
which include a high voltage MOSPet and are easy available. We came up with the next three 
integrated circuits, 
• TEA1401T from Philips, 
• TOP221 from Power Integrations, 
• VIPer20 from SGS-Thomson. 
In order to make a choice betweenone of the listed i.c.'s, we made a comparison using the 
following considerations, 
• flexibility of the integrated circuit in, for example, adjustable switching frequency, controlloop 

gain and phase correction, 
• voltage or current mode control, 
• package layout, 
• pnce, 
• knowledge of the integrated circuit already at EPM. 
See T able ( 2.2 )for a summary of the results. 

TEA1401T 
flexibility ++ 

voltage/current mode current 
control 

TOP221 
-

voltage 

packaf!.e layout S020 DIL-8/T0220 
price Fl2.10 Fl1.20 

knowledge at EPM + + 

Table ( 2. 2} Results of the comparison of the three integrated jlyback solutions 

V!Per20 

++ 
current 

PowerSO-lO 
Fl1.20 

-

The VIPer20 is chosen since it is flexible, has a current mode control strategy, the package layout 
can easily use the printed circuit board as a heat spreader, it is not as expensive as the TEA1401 T 
and EPM's knowledge concerning the VIPer20 can he extended, since it has never been used in one 
of EPM's power supplies. 

The Viper20 is a combination of a current mode controller, proteetion circuit, start-up power 
supply and a high voltage MOSPet in one integrated circuit, as shown in Fig. ( 2.1 ). This 
integrated combination is ideal in our case, since we are aiming at a minimal electrical volume. 
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AMPLIFIER 

Fig. ( 2.1) Block diagram of the V!Per20 

First we will shortly explain the operation of the VIPer20. The MOSFet is switched off during 
startup and at this time the high voltage current souree is charging a capacitor which is connected 
to the V DD pin. As a consequence the voltage at the V DD will increase until the voltage reaches 

11 V . At this point, the intern al high voltage current souree is switched off and the controllogic is 
activated causing the converter to start switching. The level of V DD is decisive for the operation 

mode of the converter. If V DD .::;; 8V v V DD ;:::: 13V then the converter is shut down. If 
8V <V DD .::;; 12.5V then the converter is operatingin secondary sensing mode and uses the 

information of the comp pin. If 12.5V < V DD < 13V then the converter is operatingin primary 

sensing mode and uses an internal voltage reference to control the V DD voltage, which is directly 

coupled to the output voltage. 

The most important features of the VIPer20 are listed below, 
I. adjustable switching frequency up to 200kHz, 
II. current mode control, 
III. under voltage lock-out with hysteresis, 
IV. integrated start-up supply, 
V. over temperature protection, 
VI. PowerSO-lO casing. 

Ad I. The switching frequency will be determined externally by a capacitor and resistor 
combination and because of that it is possible to adjust the switching frequency, which will he 
shown in the present report. The fact that the switching frequency is not internally determined 
creates more design possibilities. 

Ad II. The internal controller is a current mode controller, which has the advantage of complete 
rejection of the 100Hz input ripple at the output. This means that no 100Hz ripple will he 
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present in the output and therefore the cut off frequency of the controlloop can be beneath 
100Hz, which results in an easy to stabilise control system. 

Ad III. The under voltage lockout will be used to create a foldback function at the output. Since 
the output voltage and the supply voltage are directly coupled, it is possible to switch the 
converter of whenever the output voltage drops below a stated level. 

Ad IV.The integrated start up supply, which is switched off during normal operation, reduces the 
losses which are normally produced in the start up resistors. 

Ad V. No external circuit is needed toproteet the VIPer20 for over temperature 
Ad VI.The PowerSO-lO casing has the advantage to conduct the heat to the printed circuit board 

and will therefore be used as a heat spreader. The mechanicallayout of the PowerSO-lO casing 
is depicted in Fig. ( 2.2 ). 

Fig. ( 2. 2) PowerSO-l 0 casing of the V!Per20 

The VIPer20 is an interesting circuit to make a power supply with, however it does have some 
serious disadvantages. First of all the heatspreader connected to the PowerSO-lO casing is electrical 
connected to the drain of the internal MOSFet. Since the drain voltage contains very high ( 600V) 
and very steep flanks, is this a disadvantage from an EMI point of view. Another disadvantage is 
the fact that the VIPer20 can handle up to 20W mono input and lOW universa! mains, which is 
approximately twice the power we need. The area of the internal MOSFet could have been 
smaller, resulting in a smaller CDS. This would have been interesting from an efficiency point of 

view, since the switching losses are proportional to ~ CD8V1;s. The last disadvantage, which can be 

directly concluded from the data-sheets is the minimum on time of the MOSFet, which is 0.3,us. 
This minimum will cause the power supply to operate in burst mode at low output power. A way 
to overcome this problem will be shown in the present report. 

In this chapter we have made two decisions, i.e. the use of a conventional flyback topology and the 
use of the VIPer20. In the next chapter we will design a flyback converter when using the VIPer20. 
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3. Design of the Flyback Converter 

3. 1 Design of the Input Circuit 

The input circuit used in this power supply is depicted in. Fig. ( 3.1 ). 

Fig. ( 3.1) The input filter section. 

<~·················. . . 

Power
Supply 

The input filter has two functions, namely preventing the input voltage to drop below a stated level 
of 70V, it's energy buffer function, and EMI suppression, it's filter function. For calculating the 
minimum capacitance, which should he available to guarantee the minimum input voltage level, we 
invoked the principle of conservation of energy. The minimum amount of energy, which should he 
stored in the capacitors and the inductor during the on time of the diode bridge, is equal to the 
energy which is transferred to the output divided by the efficiency of the remaining circuit, minus 
the energy taken directly from the mains, whenever the diode bridge is conducting, thus 

Ec = Eo- Ernains · 
'7 

Since the load, and therefore the output power is constant, we can calculate the charging and 
discharging times of the capacitors by applying some basic trigonometrics to the graph depicted in 
Fig. ( 3.2 ). 

V oc[V] 

Fig. ( 3. 2) Rectified voltage after the diode bridge. 

Solving for the charging and discharging times respectively, we obtain 

-l(Vn~nJ _1( 70V ) cos -~- cos 
t = Vnc J2 ·85V = lSlms 

c 4tifL 4·Jr·50Hz . ' 

1 
td =---te =8.49ms. 

2/L 
As a consequence, we have for the stored energy in the capacitor 
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Ec = 2td/L~ut = 2 · 8.49ms ·50Hz· 5.2W = 58.86mJ. 
172 /L 0.75 · 2 ·50Hz 

This energy, if we neglect the energy which is stared in the inductor, is equal to 

Ec = Yz(eil + ei2)V
2 

= Yz(eil + ei2)(V~c- V~cmJ, 
which results in an input capacitance of 

e e 
2Ec 2 · 58.86mJ 

il+ i2= 2 2 = 2 =12.33,uF. 
VDC- VDCmin ( .J2. 85V) -70V2 

The other function of the input circuit is to suppress the disturbances which are produced by the 
triangular formed current shapes at switching frequency. One way to attenuate these disturbances, 
is to create a low pass filter, which is already present inthefarm of ei! and Li. Taking the 

maximum current of the inductor in consideration and choosing components in regular series we 
find ei! = 4.7 ,uF and Li = 820,uH, resulting in a cut off frequency of 2564Hz, which is the 

lowest cut off frequency possible in this situation to have maximum attenuation at the switching 
frequency. The remaining capacitor, ei

2
, can be calculated andresultsin 7.6,uF. This is a rather 

big capacitor and it is impossible to fit this casing size on our printed circuit board. The maximum 
input capacitance we can create, consiclering the printed circuit board space, is equal to 
3.3,uF +4.7 ,uF = 8,uF, resulting in VDC = 28.22V at VAC = 85V. This causes the converter to 

operate shortly in continuous mode at V Ac= 85V, as shown in Fig. ( 3.3 ). The minimum input 

voltage to guarantee discontinuous mode is in our case VAC = 98.69V insteadof VAC = 85V. 

I 
I 

I I 
1-------- T 

d~loo> 

conttnuous 
28.22V 

I I 
I I 

1-1--------'-4--...._ _____ --~._ t[s J 

Fig. ( 3.3) The actual rectified input voltage 

Resistor R 1 is added to limit the inrush current to approximately 20A and can be calculated using 

Ohm's law 

R =V Am;' = .J2. 265V = 18.74Q. 
I r= 20A 

m 

Choosing this resistor in regular series, we findR 1 = 18Q. 

3.2 Transfarmer Design 
The principle we use for dimensioning the flyback transfarmer is based on camparing the magnetic 
energy stared in the air gap of the flyback transfarmer during the on time of the MOSFet to the 
energy transferred to the output during the off time of the MOSFet [12]. The magnetic energy 
stared in the air gap of the primary inductance is equal to 
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The power, drawn from the output in discontinuous mode, is equal to 
L I2 r 

P = E r = P pJ' '7 
o mJs'l 2 · (3.1) 

In Eq. (3.1) 11 represents the efficiency of the transfarmer and the secondary circuit, !, is the 

switching frequency and I P the primary current. The primary peak current is calculated using the 

b . . d . V L di h' h d . as1c m uctor equatwn = - , w 1c rea s m our case 
dt 

A - 1 t5IPT - V DCO PT 
I P - - V ncdt - . 

LP 0 LP 
Solving for LP by substitution of Eq. (3.2) in Eq. (3.1)results in 

V~cO~lJ 
L=---'--

P 2PJ 
The number of primary turns and the ratio between the primary and the secondary number of 
turnscan be calculated invoking Maxwell's second law 

Vnc = fEds =NP i_ IJ BdA. 
dt A 

' 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Since Ae is constant and B starts at zero, due to using half the B-H curve, this equation reduces to 

VDCOpT = NpBAe. 

Solving for the number of primary windings, NP, we obtain 

N = VDCopT 
P BA 

e 

For calculating the minimum number of primary windings we evaluate 
V o 

N = DCmin Prrox (3.4) 
Pmin r B A ' 

J s max e 

in which 0 Pmax is the start up duty cycle of the VIPer20 and from the data-sheets we have 

op = o.13. 
""'' 

From the ratio between the primary and secondary peak currents we have 

VDCop 

ÎP _ _ LP --;;- - N - ----=-=:-'=--I, Voos 
L, 

and with 0 P + o, = 1 at the minimum input voltage, this results in 

N = VDCop . 
vo(1-op) 

(3.5) 

The losses in the VIPer20 are mainly switching losses and not conduction losses, in perticular at 
high input voltages. The lossesin the secondary diode are mainly conduction losses and therefore it 
is recommendable to choose N as small as possible. T able ( 3.1 ) lists several different N values 
including the primary and secondary peak currents, which are calculated using Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) and 
(3.5). 
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N 5p L p[pH] Îp[mA] 
4 0.271 221 687 
5 0.317 303 586 
6 0.358 386 519 
7 0.393 458 476 
8 0.426 548 435 

Table ( 3.1) Possible transfarmer transfer ratios including the resulting LP , Î P and Îs 

The maximum rated Ids of the VIPer20 is SOOmA resulting in N = 7. 

ÎJmA] 

2747 
2928 
3116 
3333 
3484 

From Eq. {3.5) we have 5 P = 0.39 and 5
5 

= 0.61. Now we are able to calculate the primary 

inductance, LP, by using Eq. {3.3) 

L 
(70V)

2 
· 0.392 

• 0.8 
= = 458.64 pH. 

P 2 ·5.2W·125·103 Hz 
The design of the transfarmer is basedon a E13/6/6 transfarmer of which we use the physical 
dimensions in the next calculations. The parameters used in the calculations below are the effective 

area, Ae = 20.2mm2 and the nominal winding width, lb = 6.5mm. The minimum number of 

primary windingscan he calculated using Eq. (3.4) 

N = 375V·0.13 =S1.46 . 
Pmm 125kHz· 375mT · 20.2 ·10-6 m2 

Thin wire causes an increase of the capper lossesin the transformer. On the other hand, thick wire 
expands the number of winding layers and results therefore in an increase of the proximity losses. 
Because of that, we aim at completely filled layers. From this we obtain NP = 60, which results in, 

when using 0.16mm wire and a filling constant of 1.3, two filled layers of 30 windings. The number 
of secondary windings, Ns , can he calculated using 

Np 
Ns =-=8.57~9. 

N 
Since Ns = 9 we can use 0.4mm triso wire to obtain one filled layer. Two benefits of triso wire 

are the galvanic isolation between the primary and secondary side of the transfarmer and the good 
coupling between the primary and the secondary layer. The bias winding, necessary for the power 
supply of VIPer20 is chosen with due observance of the next consideration. One requirement of the 
converter when operatingin current mode is that the output voltage must he defined from 6.5V 
down to 3 V . Since the output voltage Vo and the bias voltage Vb are directly coupled by the ratio 

of N
5 

and Nb we have 

varrun Ns 
vrrun N ' 

b b 

N = N Vbrrun = 9 · 85V = 25.5 ~ 26. 
b s vlllln 3y 

0 

Due to peak rectification in the bias circuit, we have chosen, after some experiments, Nb = 20 . T o 

more or less create a filled layer we have chosen 0.28mm2 wire, which is rather thick in this case, 
but we use the bias winding as a shield between primary and secondary side. 

The airgap in the care can he calculated by invoking Maxwell's first law 

~Hdl= i"". 
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Since f.lr > > 1 we can make a approximation 
3C85 

L f B fB m yHdl=N/P = dl+ ~1~-g. 
lp f.lof.lrJcss tg f.lo f.lo 

Solving for the magnetic field, we obtain 

N /pf.lo B= ~'--'--
lg 

Using the relations rjJ = BN pAe, rjJ = L / P and after solving for l g, we find 

/ = N~f.loAe 
g L 

p 

Substitution of the known values results in 

602 ·4 · .Jr·10-7 Hm-1 
• 20.2 ·10-6 m2 

lg = = 0.199mm. 
458.64.uH 

The windingsof the transfarmer are constructed as depicted in Fig. ( 3.4 ). 

(a) 

Fig. ( 3. 4) (a) Layout of the transfarmer (b) Electrical connections 

0 
0 

(b) 

This layout [Afstudeerverslag Patriek en Dion] is chosen because of the EMI friendly behavior, since 
the voltage difference between the secondary and primary windings is minimal, due to the bias 
winding. Important is that the two grounds, points ® and (J), are at the same side of the bobbin. 
Most ideal, but rather impractical for this transformer, is to choose Nb= N,. The capacitance 

between primary and secondary, the so called crosstalk capacitance, is low, whenever this 
condition is met. The EMI behavior of this converter benefits from this effect, as will be shown in 
Chapter 6. 

3.3 Design of the Output Filter 
Normally the output filter is designed by taking the lifetime or maximum ripple current of the 
capacitor in consideration. This results usually in a rather big capacitor casing and since 
miniaturization is the aim, this is a disadvantage. If we had chosen for the traditional salution we 
needed a 470.uF/25V capacitor. Size 10.2mm0x 13.5mm. A way to avoid this is using Ceramic 
Multilayer Capacitors because of the low Equivalent Series Resistance. A second step in 
miniaturization is building a higher order low-pass filter with smaller components in stead of a first 
order filter with a rather big capacitor. We used a n-section as depicted in Fig. ( 3.5 ). 

17 
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Fig. ( 3. 5) Output filter. 

Total size 4.3mm0x14mm and two 1206 SMD capacitors, which can be placed on the bottorn side 
of the printed circuit board under the inductor. 

The voltage ripple superimposed on the DC output voltage must be less then ±1% . Calculating 
this ripple can not be clone straightforward using the complex calculation method as in basic 
network theory, since the secondary current is triangular shaped. As explained in Appendix A we 
can decompose this triangular shaped signal into it's harmonies, calculate the voltage ripple at the 
output for all the harmonies and after summation we find the total voltage ripple at the output. 

In this system we can distinguish the next transfer functions 

1 (!) z (z + z ) + z z H (/) = s = L. e.2 L. e.2 L. 
1 

Ie(!) (ze.! +ZLJ(ze
2 
+ZLJ+Ze.

2
ZL.' 

H (f) _ I, (f) _ Ze.1 Ze.2 

4 -Jo(!)- (Ze.!+ zLJ( Ze.l + zLJ + Ze.lZL. ' 

1,(!) 
Hs(f) = Vo(f) = H4 (/)ZL •. 

Solving Ie ( t) by substitution and transforming the result back to time domain yields 
q 

Using the sameprocedure we can calculate the remaining wave forms, IL (t), Ie (t), Io(t) and 
0 "2 

V
0
(t). We used the Ceramic Multilayer Capacitors of 22.uF with an ESR of 200mQ. By trial and 

error we found L
0 
= 22.uH with an ESR of lQ in order to obtain a output voltage ripple of less 

then ±1%. We calculated the output voltage and current ripple with a resistive load of 

(vn ( 6.sv)2 . d. 
RL = --= = 8.125Q. The calculated output voltage and current are dep1cte m 

~ 5.2W 
Fig. ( 3.6 ). 
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Fig. ( 3.6) (a} Output ripple current (b) Output ripple voltage (n = 150}. 

3.4 Design of the Voltage Regu/ation Circuitry 
Por the voltage regulation circuit we have made use of a programmabie shunt regulator diode, 
which has the advantages to create a precision reference voltage, in order to guarantee the ±1% 
output voltage. The schematic used for the voltage regulation is depicted in Fig. ( 3.7 ). 

Fig. ( 3. 7} Circuit of the voltage regulation circuitry. 

16 

This circuit is built around a typical application of the TL431, a precision voltage reference. The 
reference pin of the TL431 is internally fixed at precisely 2.5V. The voltage divider, consistent out 
of resistor R 1 and R 2 should fulfill this condition, when V

0 
= 6.5V. From this we have 

Rz 
V,= Vo , 

Rl +Rz 

R, ~R,(~: -1} 
in which we choose R 2 = 10kn, which results in R 1 = 16kn. The current in these resistors is 

I= Vo = 6.5V = 250 A, 
R

1 
+ R

2 
16kn + 10kn J.1 

which is much more then the reference input current of 4J..LA. In other words, the reference input 
current will hardly influence the voltage divider. Capacitor C1 will be explained in Chapter 4. 

Sirree the toleranee in the output voltage is limited to ±1%, we calculate the toleranee in the 
output voltage given the tolerances of the components used in Fig. ( 3.7 ). From the same figure we 
have 
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We ex peet the toleranee to increase linear from it' s minimum to it' s maximum and therefore we 
can write for the absolute toleranee in the output voltage 

~vo = _1 (avo I~V I+ avo IM I+ avo IM IJ= _!_(R1 +R21~V I+ V, IM I+ V,R11M IJ 
V V av ' aR 1 aR 2 V R ' R 1 R 2 2 

o o r 1 2 o 2 2 2 

= 16.~VI(2.5VI~ V, I+ 2.5·10-
4 
AIM11 +4 ·10-

4 
AIM21). 

Substituting ~ Vr =lOm V, M 1 = SOOQ and M 2 = SOOQ results in ~ Vo = 6.54%, which is not 
vo 

surprisingly since we are using 5% resistors. Using 1% resistors we have ~ Vo = 1.62% and using 
vo 

0.1% resistors we have ~ Vo = 0.51% which is within the specifications. We will use the resistors 
vo 

which are available at EPM causing, due to 5% tolerance, an error in the output voltage of at most 
±6.54% , which is equal to ±425m V . 

3.5 Design of the Current Regu/ation Circuitry 
Since we are aiming at minimumlossesin the converter, it is appreciable to reduce the lossesin the 
resistors. Especially the current sense resistor is normally dissipating a lot. See Fig. ( 3.8 a) fora 
conventional setup. 

I "'i, 

I, 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 3. 8} (a) Conventional current measuring circuit (b) Current measuring circuit with minimalised 
losses. 

From this figure we have for the current sense resistor losses PL = I cfi1. Wh en using a BC848C 

transistor for q , the bases-emitter-voltage needs to he approximately 650m V to turn the transistor 

in a on state. The current regulation must be activated at /
0 

= SOOmA. Using this we can calculate 

the value of R 1, and obtain R 1 = 812mQ. The resulting lossesin the resistor are/~1 = 520mW. 

Reducing these losses can be accomplished by having a closer look at the V"' - ( curve of a 

transistor, of which an example is given in Fig. ( 3.9 ). 
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Fig. ( 3. 9) V~:.: versus Ie curve of the BC848C transistor. 
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700M 900M 

Up till 550m V, the collector current hardly changes due toa change in the base-emitter voltage. A 
voltage drop of SS Om V across the current sense resistor R1 does not contribute to an increase in 

the collector current, but does generate lossesin the resistor. A way to avoid this is creating an 
offset voltage of SS Om V in series with the base-emitter. The current sense resistor now only adds a 
small voltage to increase the collector current. This means that the resistor value of the current 
sense resistor can be chosen smaller, and as a consequence the losses reduce. 

This offset voltage idea can be used the other way around as depicted in Fig. ( 3.8.b ). Transistor 
Q is operating in saturation, in order to create a constant current source. This to create a defined 

voltage across R3 and V k , which is just enough toturn a BC848C in an on state. The current Ql 
sense resistor now decreases the V k to turn (6 in a nearly off state. From this circuit we have 

Qj 

Ie R3 + Vbe =(Ia+ Ie )R2 + Vbe . (3.6) Ql Ql Qj Qj 

Solving Eq. (3.6) for Vk yields 
Qj 

V be = Ie R3 + V be - (I a + Ie )Rz . Qj Ql Ql Qj 

Transistor (6 is in the on state when I a < 800mA and in an off state when I a ~ 800mA. We can 

choose an operating point at Ia= 800mA, at which the emitter voltages are chosen equal resulting 

in VeQl = VeQj = I fl 2 = 800mA · 0.10 = SOm V ( Q and (6 have the same Ve voltage at this 

point). Since the bases of the transistors are connected, we have, with neglecting IeQJ , 

Ie Ql IeQl - Rz 
----'"----- ~ -- - -
Ie +Ia Ia R3 

(3.7) 
QJ 

Applying Kirchhoff's current law to Q, results in after neglecting the base current, 

V -V -V V R DD eQl ce(sat) = ~ = Ia-2 • 

R4 R3 R3 
(3.8) 

Since Q is operating in saturation we have 

Ie 
Vb =500mV+Ifl

2
=VDD __ Ql_R

5
• (3.9) 

Ql f3sAT 

Solving Eq. (3.6), Eq. (3.8) and (3.9) after taking R2 = 0.10, R 3 = 1200 and f3sAT = 8.33, results 

in R4 = 3.48k0 and R5 = 24 kn . Low-pass filter R 8 I C1 is added for gain correction at higher 

frequencies and will explained in Chapter 4. 
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Transistor q is added because the signal /reg is inverted. In this configuration ~ is forced to 

operate in saturation mode if / 0 < 800mA, since q is off. We limit the IeQ>, to 2mA by choosing 

R6 

R6 = vDD- vbe4 = 2.5V- o.sv = 1kn. 
1,3 2mA 

We used ICAPS/4 to run a simulation of the current control circuit at three ambient temperatures, 

T aniJ = 2T C, T aniJ = -5° C and T aniJ = 85° C, to verify the proper working of the circuit. The 

results are depicted in .Fig. ( 3.10 ) 

l.OOM 

2.00M 

-!.OOM 

!OO.OM lOOM SOOM 
I_oinAmps 

(a) 

T.m~ ss·c 
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l.OO M 

2.00 M 

r 
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l_oinAmps 

(b) 

Fig. ( 3.10) Simulation results of the current control circuit, (a) V
0 

= 3 V (b) V
0 

= 6.5 V 

3.6 Design of the Frequency Control Circuitry 

L 
T. b = 85 I 

...... ~, 

IJ 
ld' i' 

r.rnh -S"C 

lOOM 900M 

One disadvantage of the VIPer20 is the minimum on time, which is limited to 0.3j.ls. This limit 

results in a restrietion for the switching frequency and the primary duty cycle 

1 r 6 
8P-?.0.3J1S~ ls ~3.33·10 8PHz. 

!, 
Consider the next two situations 

8min = 
p 

2L P~max /, = 

(v~t 11 

2L P~min /, 

(v;caxt 17 

2 · 458.64 J.lH· 5.2W ·125kHz = 0.39 ~ 8 __!_ = 3.12J1S, 
(70V)

2 
• 0.8 P /, 

2 · 458.64f.1H· 325mW ·125kHz= 0.02 ~ 8 __!_ = O.l6J1S. 
( 375V)

2 
• 0.8 P /, 

(3.10) 

The power supply will operate in burst mode at minimum load and maximum input voltage. A 
way to avoid this problem is to make the switching frequency a function of the input voltage and 
the output load, resulting in a mechanism which reduces the switching frequency whenever the 
primary on time becomes too small. The maximum switching frequency is 

/,max = (v~t(8;"r 11 = (7oV)
2 

·0.39
2 

·0.8 = 125kHz. 

' 2~max LP 2 · 5.2W · 458.64 J.lH 

The minimum primary duty cycle can he calculated using Eq. (3.10) 
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(vmax)2
5 (375V)2 ·5 ·08 

L = . DC pll = 458.64,uH= p . ~ 5 = 0.088' 
P 2P"=(3.33·1065P) 2·235mW·(3.33·106 ·5P) P 

which results in a minimum switching frequency of fs = 3.33 ·106 5 P = 29.38kHz. 

The internal oscillator of the VIPer20 and the external components are depicted in Fig. ( 3.11 ). 

r------------------------

J 

Fig. ( 3.11) The oscillator of the V!Per20 and external components 

This oscillator is basedon charging and discharging capacitor Co between it's two threshold 

voltages, oscillator valley ( va:~ey) and oscillator peak voltage (V !~ak). F rom the data sheets we have 

V a:~ey = 3.7V and V !~ak = 7.1 V . The current souree J is not standard, but an extension of the 

oscillator to control the frequency externally. In the calculations below Rn is the 360Q resistor. 

We will first derive the oscillator frequency as function of the current J. During charging of the 
capacitor Co the system is governed by the next first order differential equation 

Vnn- Vc d(-Vc) 
------"-

0 +J+C 0 = 0 
R o dt ' 

0 (3.11) 
dVc 

RoCo-d "+Vc =RJ+Vnn· t 0 

Solving Eq. (3.11) for the capacitor voltage V co and after substitution of the boundary conditions 

V co lt=to = 3.7V and V c" lt=t
1 
= 7.1 V in the general solution, we find for the capacitor voltage 

t 

V(1l(t)=(37-V -R f)e-R"co +V +R j 
C0 • DD o DD o ' 

and for the time t = t1 

t (V J) =R c ln(3.7- VDD -RJJ. 
1 DD• 0 0 7.1- VDD -RJ 

During discharging of capacitor Co the system is governed by the next first order differential 
equation 
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Vnn- Vc Vc d(-vc) 
----"-"+]+-"+C " 

Ro RD 0 dt ' 

RnRoCo dVc, + Vc = RD VDD + RDRo ]. 
Rn+R

0 
dt " Rn+R

0 
Rn+R

0 

(3.12) 

Solving Eq. (3.12) for the capacitor voltage V c, and after substitution of the boundary conditions 

V c" lt=t
1 

= 7.1 V and V c" lt=tz = 3.7V in the general solution, we find for the capacitor voltage 

vá2)(t)=(7.1- RD VDD- RnRo ]Je-:;;J.t + RD VDD+ RnRo ], 
0 RD +R0 RD +Ra RD +R0 RD +R0 

and for the time t = t 2 

3.7- RD V - RnRo j 
R +R DD R +R 

D o D o 

By definition is the switching frequency equal to 
1 

Is (V DD ,J) = ( ) ( )" 
tl VDD,] + t2 VDD,] 

A plot of the switching frequency as function of the current J and V DD = 13 V , Ro = 3.1142 , 
Co= 4.7nF is given in Fig. ( 3.12 ). 
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Fig. ( 3.12) The switchingfrequency versus the control current] at V DD = 13V. 

The dotted lines are presenting the minimum and maximum switching frequency. 

The voltage V cmp is joined with the duty cycle 8 P as O.SV ~ V cmp ~ 2.5V ~ 0.05 ~ 8 P ~ 0.39. 

Because of this the current souree J will be implemented as a voltage controlled current souree 
which jo ins the voltage V cmp and the current] as O.SV ~ Vcomp ~ 2.5V ~ 1.6mA ~]~OmA. 
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Fig. ( 3.13} Voltage controlled current souree used in Jrequency control 

The voltage regulator diode, D1 , is added to prevent q from saturating. At J =OmA the collector 

voltage of q could become approximately 700m V, which causes q to saturate. The diode is 

chosen 3V because of the oscillator valley voltage of 3.1V. Otherwise ~ would saturate. Because 

of the diode, the minimum collector voltage of q is 3V, which is more than the maximum base 

voltage of 2.5V. We will now derive a relationship between the currentf and the input voltage 
V cmp. The output current is equal to 

Vc -Vc Vc -(VD+V~:.,) VDD-Ic,...R1-]R1-(VD1+Vkr .. ) 
]= Ql ~ = Ql 1 ~ '<I '<l 

R4 R4 R4 
If we neglect the base current of transistor n and therefore assume I = I we find '<.1 cQI eQI 

] ---V Rl + VDD + V~:.,QIR1 VD1 +V~:.,~ 
cmp R1R2 + R2R4 R1 + R4 R1R2 + R2R4 R1 + R4 

(3.13) 

and 

!::.] Rt 
!::. V cmp R1R2 + R2R4 ' 

(3.14) 

and as a consequence 

R = ( v",~ - v""" + Vnn- v v, - v",J( t- 1!. ":/""' R, J 
4 J 

From Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) we find by substitution of VDD = 13V, V~., =V~:., = 700mV and 
Ql ~ 

VD
1 

= 3V for the resistorsR1 = 4.8kn, R 2 = lkn and R 4 = 1.2kn . 

We might seem to have a problem with this salution for the current source, since it is very 
dependend of the supply voltage V DD. However, V DD is directly coupled to Vo and therefore 

constant whenever the converter is operating in voltage mode. Is the converter operating in current 
mode, then Vo will decrease and as a consequence V DD will also decrease. Because of this, the 

current souree will sink less current from the oscillator causing the switching frequency to increase. 
This is nat a problem for the minimum primary on time Ton = 0.3 JlS . The minimum laad in 

current mode is ~ = vomin Jo = 3V. 800mA = 2.4 w. In this situation V DD = 8.5V resulting the 
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current souree to sink 0.95mA. The switching frequency versus the shunted current is shown in 
Fig. ( 3.12) and is at 0.95mA equal to 75kHz. The minimum duty cycle will be reached at 
maximum input voltage and is equal to 

8min = 
p 

2L P~min /, 

(v ;t)\7 
2 · 458.64 ,uH· 2.4W ·75kHz = 0_038 ~ 8 I_= O.Sl,us. 

(375V)
2 

·0.8 P!, 

Even in a situation when the current souree is not workingat all we have 

8nun = 
p 

2L pmin j"max 
p o fs 2·458.64,uH·2.4W ·125kHz= 0_049 ~ 8 _!_ = OAO,us' 

(375V)
2 

·0.8 P!, 

which is more than the minimum on time. 

We used ICAPS/4 to simulate the current souree at three ambient temperatures, Tanh = 2TC, 

T anh = -5° C and T anh = 85° C, to verify the proper working of the circuit. A graph of the voltage 

V c.mp versus the current J is given in Fig. ( 3.14 ). 
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Fig. ( 3.14) Results of the simulations of the voltage controlled current source. 

3. 7 Design of the Bias Voltage Regu/ation 

As pointed out in the paragraph of the transfarmer design, we have chosen Nb = 2.22 , to 
N, 

guarantee a minimum output voltage of 3V. This results in a guaranteed bias voltage of minimal 

S.SV. However the maximum bias voltage is intheideal case Vbmax = 2.22 · 6.5V = 14.43V, but 

with peak rectification 18V. The VIPer20 will workin primary sense mode if 
12.5V ~ VDD ~ 13V and will shut down if VD :2: 13V. A salution is to reduce the voltage with a 

linear regulator as depicted in Fig. ( 3.15 ) . 
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Fig. ( 3.15) Linear regulation circuit used in the bias circuit. 

As pointed out V DD must he below 12.5V for secondary sensing. If we choose the voltage regulator 

diode voltage 13 V then V DD = V D -V le = 13 V- 0.7V = 12.3 V . The resistor is added to limit 
1 Ql 

the current in the voltage regulator diode and is equal to 
vmax_v V 

R = b D1 = 1sv -13 = skn. 
1 I lmA D1 

We have chosen the current rather low to decrease the lossesin the resistor. No problem occurs if 
vb ~ V Dl ' because the transistor will work as an ordinary diode and V DD = vb - 0.7V . Diode D2 
is added to charge the capacitor during the startup using the high voltage current souree of the 
VIPer20. 

A disadvantage of this method is that we disable the overvoltage proteetion of the VIPer20. One 
way to overcome this problem is using voltage regulator diode D2 as depicted in Fig. ( 3.15 ). If the 

collector voltage of the transistor increases beyond 20V then a fault has appeared and the power 
supply should heshut down. For example if the opto coupler is not functioning. Choosing 
D2 = 7V will force the power supply toshut down if the collector voltage is 20V, because the 

VIPer20 will shut down if V DD ~ 13V. 

3.8 Printed Circuit Board Design 
The printed circuit board is designed by taking safety rules in consideration. We have kept 6mm 
creep distance between the "hot" and "cold" side of the battery chargerand 3mm creep distance 
between the fused and the net side of the battery charger. F rom an EMI point of view we have kept 
the electricalloops as smallas possible. The final printed circuit board is depicted in Fig. ( 3.16 ). 
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- Primary power path at switching frequency 

Secondary power path at switching frequency 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 3.16) The (a) bottorn and (b) the top side of the printed circuit board 

We used a bi-layer printed circuit board to decrease the capacitive coupling with the environment. 
This was necessary since the drain is electrically connected with the PowerSO-lO casing. 
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4. Control Loop Calculations and Measurements 
In order to predict the behaviour of the converter in voltage and current mode regulation, we have 
computed the Bode plots of the open loop transfer function, which are needed to determine 
stability. To do so, weneed a small signal (AC) model of the converter in each working mode 
(voltage or current regulation). These models will be derived using the State-Space Averaging 
Method and simple network analysis. We will first give some theoretica! background information 
concerning the used stability margins. Then the needed transfer functions will he calculated and 
analysed. Afterwards we will measure the transfer functions with a gain/ phase analyser to verify 
the calculated transfer functions. 

4. 1 Stability Margins 
Most power supplies behave roughly similar to that of the system which is depicted in Fig. ( 4.1.a). 

lm[H(s)G(s)] 

H(s) 

G(s) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 4.1) (a) A typical controlled system (b) Nyquist plot for defining gain margin (CM) and phase 
margin (PM). 

The closed loop transfer function of this system is 
V 0 (s) H(s) 
VR(s) 1 + G(s )H (s) · 

(4.1) 

The open loop transfer function can be measured by injecting a test signal into the closed loop of a 
system as depicted in Fig. ( 4.1.a). We can use the closed loop to predict the stability of the system. 
For systems which can bedescribed by Eq. (4.1) this can be dorre by making use of the argument 
principle [8]. From Eq. (4.1) we find that the closed loop roots are solutions of 1 + G(s )H(s) = 0. 

Therefore we are interested in the Nyquist plot of H(s )G(s) near -1 on the real axis, sirree the plot 

is not allowed to encircle this point in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction for a stabie 
system. This as a direct result of the argument principle and the fact that poles and zeros are not 
allowed in the right half plane. Clockwise encircling indicates a zero in the right half plane and 
counterclockwise encircling indicates a pole in the right half plane. From this we can define a phase 
margin and a gain margin as depicted in Fig. ( 4.1.b). These definitions can also he used in Bode 
plots of H (s )G(s) and are stated as, 

GAIN MARGIN (GM) is the factor by which the gain is less than the neutral stability 

value, 

PHASE MARGIN (PM) is the amount by which the phase of H(s )G(s) exceeds -180° 

when!H(s)G(s)l = 1. 
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This results in simple restrictions totheBode plots of H(s )G(s) in order to guarantee system 

stability. 

4.2 The State-Space Aversging Methad applied toa Flyback Converter with 
CLC output Filter 
The use of the State-Space Averaging Method as will be presented hereis taken from [Barzegar, F, et 
al]. 

4.2.1 Equivalent Steady-State (DC) Model and Dynamic (AC) Small Signal Model 

The equivalent circuit models for the power path of a flyback converter in discontinuous mode are 
presented in Fig. ( 4.2). 

(a) (c) 

Fig. ( 4. 2} The equivalent circuit modelsJor the power path of a jlyback converter in discontinuous 
mode. 

Fig. ( 4.2.a) shows the complete circuit of the flyback converter as used. In the remairring figures 
striped components denote componentsin "off" state, representing the situations in the stages 
0 < t:::; 51T, 51T < t:::; 52T and 52T < t:::; T respectively. Several simplifications are made in this 

model to make a perreil and paper calculation possible. The first simplification is the absence of 
ESR in the output capacitors and the inductor. This is allowed, sirree we are using Ceramic 
Multilayer Capacitors, which have an ESR of only 200mQ. The series resistance of the inductor is 
not this low, but for simplicity neglected. The second simplification is the absence of parasitic 
components like the resistance and inductance of the printed circuit board traces. In this system 
the state-space vector x(t), which contains the state variables of the system, and the souree vector 

u(t) are defined according to 
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IL (t) 
p 

!Lr (t) 
VCr1 (t) ' 

x(t) = u(t) =V De. 

V
0
(t) 

The next step in the state-space averaging methad is to define the system equations in three stages, 
since the converter is workingin discontinuous mode. For stage one, 0 < t ~ 5 17, the next set of 

equations is governing the state variables 

or written in matrix farm , 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 
1 1 1 

L! L! LP 
x(t) = A 1x(t)+B1u(t) = 0 

1 
0 0 x(t)+ 0 u(t). (4.2) 

c/1 0 

0 
1 

0 
1 0 

cf2 Cf2RL 

For the second stage, 5 17 < t ~ 5 27, the next set of equations is governing the state variables, 

C dVo =l - Vo 
/2 dt Lr R ' 

L 
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or written in matrix farm , 

0 0 
N 

0 
LP 
1 1 0 

0 0 

x(t) = A1x(t)+B1u(t) = L; L; 
x(t)+ 

0 
u(t). 

N 1 0 
(4.3) 

0 0 
c/1 c/1 0 

0 
1 

0 
1 

c/2 C/2RL 

For the last stage, 8 2 T < t s T, the next set of equations is governing the state variables, 

or written in matrix farm , 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 
1 1 

0 
L; L; 

0 
x(t) = A1x(t) + B1u(t) = 1 x(t)+ u(t). 0 0 0 0 c/1 

(4.4) 

1 1 0 
0 0 

c/2 C/2RL 

Since the derivatives are taken along linear ramp slopes, we can replace the derivatives by 
diEferences without creating any computational rounding errors. Applying this to Eq. (4.2) to Eq. 
(4.4) yields 

x(81T)-x(O) _A () B () 
--'-__.!._-'---------'---'- - .L '1 x t + 1 u t ' 

817 

x( 8 2 T)- x( 81 T) _ A ( ) B ( ) 
---'---=----'---'-_.o_---'-- - .L "2 x t + 2 u t ' 

82T 

x((T)-x(82)T) = A3x(t)+B3u(t). 
1-8 -8 T 1 2 

Elimination of the x( 8 1 T) and x( 8 2 T) terms by substitution results in 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) = ( 81A1 + 82A2 + (1- 81- 82)A3 )x(t) + ( 81B1 + 82B2 + (1- 81- 82)B3 )u(t). 
(4.5) 

Rewriting this result in matrix farm and using the relation 82 = (81Vnc)/(NV0 ), which can he 

derived for a flyback converter in discontinuous mode, we obtain 
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0 0 
V DCc)! 

0 
LpVo 

81 
0 0 

1 1 
LP 

x(t) = L! L! x(t)+ 0 u(t). 
NVO- Vic51 V DCc)! 

0 0 0 
cf!vo C11NV

0 
C11NV

0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

1 

ctz Cf2RL 

We are now able to create disturbances in the input variables V De , 8 1 and x, 

N 

VDC = +VDC' 
N 

x x+x, (4.6) 

81 81 + 81' 

in order to derive a steady-state (DC) modeland a dynamic (AC) model. Substitution of Eq. (4.6) 
in Eq. (4.5) results in 

X+ X= (A2(81 + 81) + A3(1-81 -81 VDc J)(x+ x)+ B1(81 + 81)(vDc + ~k) · 
NV0 NV0 NV0 

(4.7) 
We are now able to separate Eq. (4.7) in a steady state (DC) modeland a dynamic (AC) small signal 
model. We will first obtain the DC model. If the system is in steady state then the derivative of the 
state vector x is zero. As a consequence and after neglecting the AC terms, (4.7) reduces to 

x 0 = (A281 vDc + A3(1 81 vDc J).x + B1c:51vDc. 
NVO NVO 

Solving for the state vector x we obtain the DC model 

x=-(Az8t +A3(1 81 vDc J)-tBtb'tvDc· 
NVO NVO 

Substitution of the known component values, V DC = 375V and ~ RL = 8.125Q results in 
Jo 

which was to he expected. 

0.192A 

0.8A 

6.5V 

6.5V 

The AC model is obtained using a similar approach. If we neglect second ordertermsin (4.7) and 
drop the DC terms, then (4.7) can he written as 

,., ( - v DC - v De - J"' (A v De A A s: v De J"' B s: v'"' X= A2x-- A3x--+B1VDC 81 + 281--+ 3 3u-- x+ 1u 1 nc· 
N~ N~ N~ N~ 

(4.8) 
For our own ease we drop the tilde. As an intermediate step towards the derivation of the AC 
model we apply a Laplace transformation with respect to time. The Laplace transfarm domain 
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quantities are indicated by a diacritical hat. For example, the Laplace transfarm domain 

counterpart of x is defined as x = [
0 
exp( -st )xdt . 

As a consequence of the Laplace transformation and the vanishing initial conditions we have 
Bt ---j. s . Subjecting Eq. (4.8) to the Laplace transformation results in 

A - ( A - %c A - %c B - J ~ ( A s: %c A A S: %c JA B S: A SX- ~"2x--- 3x--+ 1'I.bc u1 + ~"2u1--+ 3- Ju-- x+ 1u1VDc· 
NVO NVO NVO NVO 

Solving Eq. (4.9) for the statespace vector x yields 

x=(si- A5 %c -A +A5 %c J-
1

(A x %c -A x %c +B 7L JJ + 
~ "2 1 NV 3 3 1 NV ~ "2 NV 3 NV 1 -uc 1 

0 0 0 0 

l -%c - %c }
1 

- A si- .Az51 ---A3 + A351 -- B151vDc 
NVO NVO 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

in which I is the unit matrix. Eq. (4.10) is the AC model in the Laplace s-domain. We are now 
able to study the behaviour of the power path of the flyback converter in discontinuous mode up 
till frequencies of one tenthof the switching frequency. 

4.2.2 Dynamic (AC) Small Signal Model of the Voltage Reg u lation Feedback Loop. 

The voltage feedback circuitry including it's small signal equivalent is depicted in Fig. ( 4.3 ). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 4.3) Voltage feedback circuitry and it's smal! signa! equivalent. 

We will n~w apply Kirchhoff's current law on the marked nodes CD and <D to obtain the transfer 

i (s) 
function :::&( ) . Solving for the opto-coupler led current as a consequence of the voltage Vo results 

~s 

m 

I = gmZR2 + g,fi1R2 + R1 V 
reg Z(R1 + R2) + g,fi1R2R3 + R1R2 + R1R3 + R2R3 o' 

in which gm = l.lA v-1
, according the data sheets of the TL4 31. 

Substituting a capacitor for the complex impedance Z leads to a led current 
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(4.11) 

Because of the absenc~ of any DC-component in this transfer function we have for the AC-model 

i,e/s) _ sC(g,fi1R2 + RJ + R2gm 
~(s) - sC(g,fi1R2R3 +R1R2 +R1R3 +R2R3 )+R1 +R2 ' 

with resulting pole and zero, 

and DC-gain 

n=- Rzgm 
C(g,fi1R2 + R1)' 

Rl +Rz 
p=-~------~--~------~ 

C(R1R2R3 + R1R2 + R1R3 + R2R3 ) ' 

K _ R2gm 
DC-

Rl +Rz 
For the component choice we have to take the parallel RC network attached to the camp pin in 
consideration. See Appendix C for the circuit diagram (components 3301 and 2302). The transfer 
function is 

with resulting pole 

Vcomp _ Re 
/reg sRcCc + 1 ' 

1 
p=--. 

RCCC 
Obtaining an overalllow pass characteristic results in 

R2gm 1 

C(g",R1R2 + Rl) RCCC ' 

R = g,filRz + Rl = 16kQ 
c R , 

2gm 
The overall system pole is chosen as low as possible, because the switching frequency of this 
converter can decrease to 29.38kHz. C = 100nF results in a cut-off frequency of 2.56Hz. 

4.2.3 Dynamic (AC) Small Signal Model of the Current Reg u lation Feedback Loop. 

The circuit used for current regulation feedback is depicted in Fig. ( 4.4 ). 

Fig. ( 4.4) Current control circuitry 

We will derive I as function of I . For this circuit we can derive the next set of equations 
1!g 0 
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I reg= Ic
03 

s Q; Vh.-
03

, 

V =V 
1 

à-03 '<:à 1 + sR
7
C

1 
' 

Vc = V DD -I c Rs' (à (à 

Ie =SnVh_. , 
(à '<2 (à 

Vk<:à=V<ffier 1)<1. 
Substitution of these equations results in 

() 
SQ;VDD-Vq'fierS~SQ;Rs S~SQ;R5R 1 J reg S = + Jo ---'"---"'----

1+sR7C1 1+sR7C1 
(4.12) 

Creating disturbances in !
0 
= t

0 
+ ~ and drop the DC-terms in Eq. (4.12) results in the AC-model 

of the current control circuitry 

with pole 
1 

p=--. 
R7Ct 

Choosing R7 = lOOkQ and C1 = lOOnF results in a cut-off frequency of 15.92Hz. 

4.3 Simulations 

4.3.1 Simulations of the Voltage Regulation Feedback Loop. 

(4.13) 

We will now calculate the Bode and phase plots of the transfer function, derived in Sectien ( 4.2 ), 
using the mathematica! package Mathcad. Since we are using a DC power supply we have no 
disturbances in the input voltage resulting in Îbc OV . Therefore the state space vector of Eq. 

(4.10) changes to 

x=(sl- A "J 1fx -A +A8 %c )-t(A x %c -A X %c +B ;r-L )8 (4.14) 
.. "2 1 NV 3 3 1 NV .. "2 NV "'"'3 NV l -uc ' 

0 0 0 0 

creating a relationship between disturbances in the output voltage, the last element of the state 

vector, and disturbances in the primary duty cycle, G0 (s) = x(s )/ 8(s). Rewriting (4.11) results in 

the transfer function G1(s) = l,eg(s)jv
0
(s) .For the voltage at the comp pin of the VIPer20, we can 

write 

resulting in the transfer function 

G
2
(s) = v~mp(s) = CTR · R, , 

treg(s) sRcCc + 1 

in which CTR is the current transfer ratio of the opto coupler and R, with Cc are the components 

of the impedance at the comp pin. See Appendix C for the complete schematic in which Re and 

Cc have component number 3301 and 3202 respectively. From the data sheets we have 

G3(s) = ~omp(s )jip (s) = 1/6. The last step is finding a relationship between the primary peak 

current, lP, and the primary duty cycle, 8. For the primary peak current we have 
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which is equal to, and after rearranging, 

G4(5)= ~P(5 ) =~. 
ip(5) VncT 

The open loop transfer function is now defined as H:pen ( 5) = Ga ( 5 )G1 ( 5 )G2 ( 5 )q ( 5 )G4 ( 5) . The gain 

and phase of H:pen(5) are given in Fig. ( 4.5 ). 

-wr--------.--------.-------~ 

-80~------
I 

-100 

·140 

·160 

-180 '---------------'----------'-----------' 
10 100 IK lOK 10 100 IK 

I. I. 

Fig. ( 4. 5) Ga in and phase plots of the theoretica! open loop voltage regulation transfer Ju netion Jor 
RL = 100 and Vnc = 350V. 

lOK 

From these plots we read a phase margin of 90° and a gain margin of more then SOdB, resulting in 
a stabie system. 

4.3.2 Simulations of the Current Reg u lation Feedback Loop. 
We can use the same procedure as described in the last paragraph to calculate the gain and phase 
plots of the open loop transfer function when the converter is eperating in current mode. In this 
mode we have the samepower path which means that Eq. (4.14) is still valid. The relationship 

Gs(5) = Jreg(5 )jlo (5) is given by Eq. (4.13). The open loop transfer function can now he defined as 

H~pen(5) = G0(
5
) G2(5 )q(5 )G4 (5 )Gs(5). Division by Ru~vwis necessary since we are consiclering 

RLOAD 

the output current which is equal to the output voltage divided by the resistive load. The gain and 

phase of H~pen(5) are given in Fig. ( 4.6 ). 
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Fig. ( 4.6) Gain and phase plots of the theoreticalopen loop current regulation transfer function for 
RL = 6Q and V De= 350V. 

From these plots we read a phase margin of 110° and a gain margin of more then 70dB, resulting 
in a stabie system. 

4.4 Measurements 

4.4.1 Loop Gain and Phase Measurement by lnjection of a Test Signal into the 
Closed Loop 

lOK 

In practice it is extremely inconvenient to determine the loop properties by opening the feedback 
loop, since it is difficult to maintain the system at a proper operating point. One way to tackle this 
problem is to measure the loop properties in the closed loop, which are the same in a closedor 
opened system [2]. The measuring setup is depicted in Fig. ( 4.7 ). 

+ 

+ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 4. 7) Ga in and phase measurement setup 

A test signal, V test, is injected in the controlloop and measured directly afterand ahead the 

injection point. The controlloop gain and phase can he calculated using 

Gain ~ 20 log( ~: } 

Phase ~ ar{~:} 
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In this figure 2 1 is the impedance looking "forward" from the injection point and 2 2 is the 

impedance looking "backwards" from the injection point. These impedances will create an error in 
our measurement as will explained below. In the most i deal case 2 1 = oo or very high and 

2 2 = on . The gain of the system can he expressed by 

Vy- K - M 21 
v· - ideal - 2 + 2 + 2 

x 1 2 test 

in which Kideal is the ideal measured open loop gain. By approximation we have Kideal ~ M if 

21 >> 2test, which is almast always the case. If 22 :f. on, we can write for the gain of the system 

V~ = K = M + 22 = (1 + 22 + 2test }· + 22 v· 2 2 ideal 2 , 
x 1 1 1 

resulting in 

21 22 
Kid l = K------"--

ea 21 + 22 + 2test 21 + 22 + 2test , 

and by approximation K ~ Kideal if 2 1 >> 2 2 • When measuring the gain using this setup, we have 

to compensate with this factor. 

4.4.2 Gain Phase Measurement of the Voltage Reg u lation Feedback Loop. 

The setup for measuring the properties of the voltage regulation feedback loop is given in 
Fig. ( 4.8 ). The injected voltage level, V test, is SOOm vpp and the resistive output load RL = 10n, 

forcing the battery charger to operate in voltage regulation mode. 

Fig. ( 4.8) Setup for the voltage regulation feedback loop measurement 

In this situation we have 

K 21 Kid 1 = __ ____:_ __ 
ea 2+2+2 

1 2 test 

22 16kn 
----=--- = K--------
21 + 22 + 2test 16kn + 470n + son 

470n 

16kn + 470n + son 

= 0.969K- 0.028 ~ 0.969K, 
resulting in a measured curve which is 0.3dB too high. Since the inputs of the gain-phase analyser 

are not floating, we have to change the polarity of probe V Y, resulting in a 180° phase shift. The 

results of the measurements are depicted in Fig. ( 4.9 ). 
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Fig. ( 4.9) Measured (a) gain and (b) phase plots in voltage regulation mode 
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The measured gain and phase at 10Hz are a bit toa high ( l.SdB and 25° respectively ). From this 
we can conclude that the calculated pole at 2.56Hz is higher ( approximately SHz ). The sharp 
resonance at 7.23kHz, caused by the output CLC filter, is nat present. The neglected series 
resistance of the output inductor decreases the quality factor, resulting in a damping of the 
resonance. 

4.4.3 Ga in Phase Measurement of the Current Reg u lation Feedback Loop. 

The measurement setup is given in Fig. ( 4.10) 

I., 

~-------------~ Vyr+~----------------~ 

Fig. ( 4.10) Setup for the current regulation feedback loop measurement 

Resistor R2 is changed to 680 , in order to compensate for the souree impedance 2test = 500 . 

Voltage V Y is normally measured across resistor R 1 , which is in our case very impractical sirree 

R 1 = 0.10. The AC-voltage across R 1 is small resulting in inaccurate measurements. Increasing 

V Y can be accomplished by taking the resistive laad RL in consideration as depicted in Fig. ( 4.10 

). 
In this situation we have 

Kideal =K 21 
21 + 22 + 2test 

22 =K 680 
21 + 22 + 2te,t 680 + ( 0.10 + 60) + soo 

0.10+60 

680 + ( 0.10 + 60) + soo 
= 0.55K- 0.049 ~ 0.55K, 
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resulting in a measured curve which is 5.2dB too low. The DC-error introduced by measuring 
across R 1 +RL is 

6Q 
60--+ 35.6dB' 

Rl O.lQ 
resulting in a measured curve of 35.6dB to high. Both these errors result in a measured curve of 
30.4dB to high. The results of the measurements are depicted in Fig. ( 4.11 ). 
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Fig. ( 4.11) Measured (a) gain and (b) phase plots in current regulation mode 

The measured gainat 10Hz is in accordance with the calculated value. The measured phase at the 

same frequency is 25° too high. This means that the calculated pole at 16.92Hz is actually placed 
at a higher frequency. The resonance of the output CLC filter is not clear in the picture since the 
measured voltage are too low for the gain-phase analyser. 
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5. Electrical Losses in the Converter 
In this chapter we will analyze and verify by measurement the electricallosses in the converter at 
VAC = 110V and VAC = 230V, both at ~ = 5.2W. The following loss mechanisms can be 

identified in the converter, 
• lossesin the transformer. We will identify DC, skin, proximity effects, 
• losses in the VIPer20. We will identify switching, R05 and supply losses, 
• lossesin the input circuit , 
• losses in the output circuit, 
• lossesin the current sense resistor, 
• losses in additional electronics. 
The losses are calculated with the simulation program I CAPS/ 4 or MathCad. 

5. 1 Losses in the Transfarmer 
Sirree skin depth is a function of the frequency, we will decompose the primary and secondary 
currents into their harmonie components by using a Fourier transfarm as explained in Appendix 
A. After that we are able to calculate the losses of each frequency component and summation 
results in the totallosses. 

5.1.1 DC Losses 

The first part of the transfarmer losses are the DC losses and are calculated using 

Pnc = IP2 R DC +I? R De , in which the subscript p is used to denote the primary winding and the 
p ' 

subscript s is used to denote the secondary winding. We neglect the DC losses in the bias winding, 
sirree the bias current is very low. The resistance of the copper wireis equal to 

PcuNik R - __ "'--,--

nc, - "( d; )' , 

in which Ik is the windinglengthof one turn. Using the amplitudes calculated in Appendix A we 

find 

Poc, ~ t,( a;~ J' Rnc, +: ~ J' Roc,, 

Pnc, ~ t,(a: 1JRoc, +~ 1JRDC,P> 

Pnc = Pnc +Pnc · p J 

If the input voltage increases, then the primary RMS current decreases. The secondary RMS 
current is independent of the input voltage. Calculating the DC losses for VAC = 110V and 

VAC = 230V results in Pncluov = 99.55mW and Pncl
23

ov = 72.63mW respectively. 

5.1.2 Skin Effect Losses 

The skin depth is given by 
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(5.1) 

The skin depth is a function of the frequency, so the harmonies have different penetratien depths 
in copper, which are decreasing resulting in a increasing resistance. The idea is to calculate the skin 
depths for the different harmonies and compute the representative resistance. Each harmonie 
component has it's own losses and after summatien we have the totalskin losses. As will be clear, 
some harmonies are not causing any skin effect, since the skin depth is larger or equal to the radius 
of the wire. We also neglect the skin losses in the bias winding, since the bias current is very low. 
First we calculate the area in which the primary and the secondary current flows, 

A;~ { d; )'-"( d; -B;,. )'. 

A n = ff(d5 )2- ff(d5 - 5n )2 
5 2 2 5km 

(5.2) 

From this we find that the first five harmonies of the primary current do not cause any skin effect. 

In general we have for the resistance of a wire R = pl , in which A is the cross area of the wire, p 
A 

is the conductivity of the used materialand 1 is the lengthof the wire. Making use of this and Eqs. 
(5.1) and (5.2) we have, 

R~ = 
PcuN/k 

5 "'P 

"( d; ) ' -"( d; - Pw r 
f.irf.iomfs 

PcuNJk 
R~in, 

"(~)' -{~- Pw r 
f.irf.iomfs 

The dissipated power is equal to P = ! 2 R . Calculating this for the n harmonies, summating the 
results for primary and secondary side, we have 

Pwm, ~(at Jz )'Rnc, + ~( (a;)' +(b;)' Jz )'Rnc, + t.( {a;)' +(b;)' Jz )'R;,.,, 

~'"- +; Jz J Rnc, + t,( (a;)' +(b;)' 1 )' R,~._, 
P,kin = P,kin + P,kin - Pnc · 

p ' 

(5.3) 

Since the amplitude of the harmonies is dependent of the input voltage, we will calculate the skin 
losses for both the input voltages. Substitution of the calculated values we have 

P,kinluov = 7.79mW and P,kinlnov = 8.73mW. 

5.1.3 Proximity Losses 
Up to this point a single isolated conductor is considered. When another conductor is brought into 
close proximity to the first, proximity losses are created. This will be explained by the use of 
Fig. ( 5.1 ). 
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s B 

Fig. ( 5.1) Proximity Losses. 

fHdl 
PJJ p 

2 1 

IV lil 

As indicated in this figure, we depiet the windings as a solid sheet. Since we approximate the layers 
with solid sheets, we have to redefine the resistance of the wire due to skin effect 

Rn P)k 
skinp N ' 

--:fdpo~in 

For the explanation of the proximity effect we use Ampere's law, fHdl I. We can separate this 

integral in four parts as indicated in the figure J Hdl + J Heil + J Hdl + J Hdl = I err:l • In the 
I IJ liJ IV 

middle of the first and the second primary sheet, the H field is zero. The contributions of integral I 
and lil to the contour integral are zero. The contributions of integral // and IV are zero since the H 
field is perpendicular to the integration path. Summation results in 

f Hdl + f Hdl + f Hdl + f Hdl = I enc! OA . 
I IJ IJ/ IV 

If we have, in the region enclosed by the integration path, a current of lA in P1 , then, as a 

consequence, we have -lA in P2 • The net current in P2 is still lA and as a logic result we have 

outside the integration region in P2 a current of 2A , to compensate for the negative current. This 

process continues up to the outer windings and results in increasing currents. 

The proximity losses are calculated in two steps. In the on time, the primary winding is the souree 
and during the off time the secondary winding is the source. We neglect the bias winding as a 
source, but calculate the losses in it. 

The calculations used for the proximity losses are given below. To make a paper and pencil 
calculation possible, we approximate the winding layers by solid sheets and assume currents to fall 
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off abruptly. If 5skin > tj_, we have one of the two possibilities as depicted in Fig. ( 5.2 ). From these 
2 

current distributions we can calculate the average current in the sheet which are respectively 

l _21(d-5,kin)+15,kin 
(a)- d 

- 2(d- Jskin) 
I(b) = d 

d d 

I[ A] 
2/f-----j 

(a) (b) 

d 
Fig. ( 5.2) Occurring current distributions in the winding sheets when 5,kin >- with (a) unequal 

2 
currents and (b) equal currents. 
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The proximity losses in the bias winding 

on 1 2 1 2 1.34 J p m n 2 n 2 2/ p n 
( 

A J2 ( A J2 
Pproxh = (ap) +(bp) J2 Rvcb +2~ (ap) +(bp) J2 R5kinb 

The proximity losses in the secondary winding 

P::ax, = 2f( (a;r +(b;r 
2~J

2

R~in, 
n;l 'V 2 

The proximity losses in the first primary layer 

p<ff = ( (a 2 )2 + (b2 )2 0.36Î5 J
2 
R + ( (a3 )2 + (b3 )2 0.66Î5 J

2 
R 

Jm1Xp 1 5 5 J2 DCP 5 5 J2 DCP 

+( (a4)2 +(b4)2 0.84Î5 J
2
R +( (a5)2 +(b5)2 0.95Î5 J

2

R 
5 5 J2 DCP 5 5 J2 DCP 

+2t.( (a;)'+ (b;)' 1 J R:km, 

The proximity losses in the second primary layer are equal to the proximity losses in the first 
primary layer. The proximity losses in the bias winding 

p<ff =( (a1)2 +(b1)2 0.67Î5 J2R + 2~( (an)2 +(bn)2 LJ2
Rn. 

JmlXb 5 5 J2 DCb ~ 5 5 J2 5kmb 

The proximity losses in the secondary winding 

Pt,., +~ 1 JRoc, + t.( (a;)'+(&;)' 1 JR;.~ 
The calculated proximity losses are P -..I = 64.17mW and P -..I = 14.41mW. 

r- llOV r- 230V 

5.1.4 Gore Losses 

The care losses are calculated using Steinmetz formula [1], 

P"""(r) = Cmfx BY(c2T
2 -c1r+cr). 

The constants for the material 3C85 in the frequency range of 100kHz up to 200kHz are Cm= 1.5, 
x= 1.5, y=2.6, c2=0.91·10\ c1 = 1.88·102 and c= 1.97. This formula is a function of the temperature 1 

as depicted in Fig. ( 5.3 ). 
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0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

~~--~2~0----4~0~--~60~--~8~0--~1~00~--~12~0--~14~0--

Fig. ( 5.3) Care losses asfunction ofthe temperature of3C85 Jerrite at V Ac= 230V and ~ = 5.2W. 

The graph shows that the losses have a minimum at 90oC< r < llSoC, which will be the working 
temperature of the transformer. The problem is that this formula is only valid for sinusoidal 
shaped signals. In our case of triangular shaped signals, the frequency is multiplied with a 
correction number K to compensate for this difference. This correction number K is well described 

dB 
in [1]. The core losses are not only dependent of BPP but also of dtpp . As a consequence K will he 

dependent of the primary duty cycle SP and we will calculate ~ore for high and low input voltage. 

For low input voltage, V Ac= llOV, and maximum output power, ~ = 5.2W, we haveK = 1.25 

and BAv = lOOmT. This results in P"""(lOOOQ =58.18mW. For high input voltage, 

VAc = 230V, and maximum output power, ~ = 5.2W, we have K=3 and BAv = 72.5mT. This 

results inP"""(lOOoQ = 60.51mW. We could not choose maximum input voltage and minimum 

output power as a more extreme situation since we decrease the switching frequency as the duty 
cycle becomes less than 0.1. 

5.2 Losses in the V/Per20 
The losses in the VIPer20 can be separated in 3 parts, the switching and conduction losses of the 
internal MOSPet and the power supply losses for the controllogic and gate drive of the VIPer20. 
The switching losses can he calculated by having a closer look at the drain-souree voltage ringing. 
This ringing is a result of oscillations produced by the primary and leakage inductance in 
combination with the drain-souree capacitance and parasitic capacitance in the primary circuitry. A 
drain-souree voltage graph is depicted in Fig. ( 5.4). We measured the frequency of the high and low 

frequency ringing with the oscilloscope, resulting in /.} = 6.lMHz and J! =900kHz respectively. 
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l-9oow 
['....~ 

t\ I \J IV 
V 

"1 

Fig. ( 5. 4) Drain-souree voltage ringing 

For the low frequency ringing we have 

I~ 

11~. 
i i \I\ 

V 

!/= 1 
r 2;r ~ (LP + La )c P ' 

and for the high frequency ringing we have 

/,h = 1 
r 2;r~LcrCp 

h. 

1!\f 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

From Eqs. (5.4), (5.5) and the primary inductance LP= 458.64,uH, we can calculate CP and La, 

Which results in CP= 66.70pF and La= 10.21JLH. The energy of CP is dissipated during turning 

the MOSPet in an on state. This energy is equal totCP(Vnc + NVa)
2

, and is different for high 

and low input voltages. This results in 

VDC = J2 ·110V = 155.56V---+ tCP(VDC + NVJ = t. 66.70pF(155.56V + 7. 6.5V)
2 = l.35JLJ, 

Vnc = J2 ·230V = 325.27V---+ fCP(Vnc + NVJ = f·66.70pF(325.27V +7 ·6.5V)
2 = 4.58JLJ. 

Multiplying by the switching frequency results in the switching losses 168.75m W and 
572.50m W respectively. 

The conduction losses are calculated using 

A 0 
P, = R ! 2 = R I _p__ ( ffJ

2 

Rvs DS PRMS DS p 3 (5.6) 

Substitution of RDS = 16Q ,Îp = 420mA' op I = 0.375 and op I = 0.1 results in 
llOV 230V 

PR I = 352.8mW and P,R I = 94.08mW. 
DS llOV DS 230V 

The power supply losses are calculated from the data sheets by using the maximum input current 
and the working voltage at the VDD pin. This results inPps = 13mA ·12V = 156mW. The results 

are recapitulated in Table ( 5.1 ). 
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VAC = llOV VAC =230V 

Switchin~ 168.75mW 572.50mW 
Conduction 352.8mW 94.08mW 

Power Supply 156mW 156mW 
Total 677.55mW 822.58mW 

Table ( 5.1) Losses in the V!Per20. 

5.3 Losses in the Input Circuit. 
We calculated the lossesin the input circuitry by making use of the simulation program ICAPS/4. 
The simulated circuit is depicted in Fig. ( 5.5 ). 

lmH 140 

SW 

Fig. ( 5. 5) Model for calculating the input section losses. 

The resistors in series with the capacitors and inductor represent the equivalent series resistance of 
these components. Befare we could make simulations of the input section, we had to make a 
correct diode model for the diodes used in the diode bridge. From the VF versus I D curve taken 

from the data sheets, we calculated the emission coefficient, N , and the series resistance, Rs . This 

resulted in N = 1.17 and Rs = SOmQ. We simulated at VAcis llOV and 230V. The results are 

given in Table ( 5.2 ). 

VAC = llOV VAC = 230V 

Resistor 18Q 237mW 89.7mW 
Diode Brid~e 102mW 46.8mW 

Inductor 1mH 97.5mW 30.3mW 
Capacitor 3.3 ,uF 11.5mW 5.1mW 

Capacitor 4.7 ,uF 25.6mW 11.1mW 

Total 473.6mW 183mW 

Table ( 5.2) Calculated lossesin the input section. 

5.4 Losses in the Output Circuit 
The losses in the output circuit mainly consists of the secondary diode and the inductor losses. The 

inductor losses are equal toP22 f.1H = I?RMsR 22 f.1H = (0.8A)
2 

·0.19Q = 121.6mW. The lossesof the 

secondary diode are equal to 

PD=-fuDIDdt=- fuRIRdt+ fuFIFdt, 
1 T 1 (ö1T ö2T J 
To T o o 

(5.7) 

in which the subscript R represents the Reverse and the subscript F the Forward. From the data 

sheets we have IRilOo"c = 0.6mAand UFilOo"c = 650mV. The reverse voltage, UR, is equal to the 
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input voltage divided by the transfarmer transfer ratio N, which, in our case, is 7. For the 
forward current we have 

I = Î {5, = Î N {5, = 420rnA · 7 J 0·
625 = 1.34 A. 

F 
5 ~3 p ~3 3 

Since the primary duty cycle and the reverse voltage are dependent of the input voltage, we have to 
calculate the losses for V Ac= 110V and VAC = 230V. The primary duty cycle at 110V is 30% at 

fullload and 10% at 230V at fullload. The switching period T is 8ms. Substitution in Eq. (5.7) 

results in Pnluov = 670.98mW and Pnl
230

v = 676.43mW. 

5.5 Losses in the Current Sense Resistor 
Although the losses in the current sense resistor are reduced, it still contributes to the totallosses. 

The losses are equal to Pc= !:Re= (0.8A)
2 

·100mQ = 64mW. 

5.6 Lossesin the Additional Electranies 
A rough estimation of the lossesin additional electranies will be made. First the lossesin the 
voltage references including their bias resistors. Primary we have voltage regulator diode D 6302 • 

Since the supply voltage is approximately 12V we have a bias current of 5mA (R3303 ). This 

results in a totalloss of 60m W. Secondary we have C{g 202 (TL431). The supply voltage is 6.5V, 
which results in a bias current of 8.51mA and a totalloss of 55m W. We also have primary the 
bias resistors of Q7300 , R3302 and R3305 • The current here is by approximation the supply voltage 

divided by the resistors, in other words, we neglect the collector emitter voltage. The totallosses 
are 30m W. The totallosses in the additional electronics, with some neglected losses included, can 
he estimated at 175m W. 

5. 7 Tata/ Losses in the Converter 
We will enumerate the lossesin Table ( 5.3 ). 

Transfarmer 

V!Per20 

Inp_ut Circuit 
Output Circuit 

Current Sense Resistor 
Additional Electranies 

Tata/ 

Table ( 5.3} Totallosses in the converter. 

VAC = 110V VAC = 230V 
229.69mW 156.28mW 
677.55mW 822.58mW 
473.6mW 183mW 

670.98mW 676.43mW 
64mW 64mW 
175mW 175mW 

2290.82mW 2077.29mW 

From this we can calculate the efficiency of the converter at ~ = 5.2W which is 77luov = 0.65 and 

771230v = 0.71. 

5.8 Efficiency Measurements 
The efficiency of the converter is measured with an electronic souree (Hewlett Packard 6812A) and 
an electronic load (Hewlett Packard 6050A) at both the input voltages. The results are depicted in 
Fig. ( 5.6) below. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 5.6} (a} Efficiency of the converter at V Ac= llOV (b) Efficiency ofthe converter at V Ac= 230V 

The efficiency is 0.55 at 110V and 0.57 at 230V. It is rather difficult to include all the losses in the 
converter, but the gap between the measured and the calculated efficiency is to big. Therefore we 
measured the input current and voltage at /

0 
= 781mA and V

0 
= 6.29V, resulting in ~ = 4.93W, in 

order to obtain the efficiency of the converter. The results are depicted in Table ( 5.4 ). 

VAc[V] !Ac[ mA] 

110 68 
230 33 

Table ( 5. 4} Results of the efficiency measurements 

These values do agree with the calculated values. 
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6. Electro Magnetic Interterenee 
One of the disadvantages of switched mode power supplies are the small rise and fall times of the 
switching signals and therefor higher harmonies are involved. While designing a switched mode 
power supply, one should try to minimize the cause of the disturbances if possible. In this chapter 
several aspects will be presented. Measurements be done at the final power supply and will be 
explained. 

6.1 Measurement Setup 
The two types of conducted noise, common mode and differential mode noise, are measured at 
EPM by use of a line impedance stabilization network conform the CISPR-16 standard [CISPR-16, 
IEC 1987, 1993]. The setup is depicted in Fig. ( 6.1). 

El.JT 

Fig. ( 6.1) An SOO/ SO,uH + SOartificial rnains V-network conform the CISPR-16 standard 

The conducted noise will be presented as a voltage across Rp or R N ,depending on which line the 
2 2 

dB ,uV meter is connected. If the dB ,uV meter is connected, then the SOO is the internal 

impedance of the dB ,uV meter, otherwise a SOO resistor is connected. One aim is to create a 

constant impedance to ground for both the dB,uV meter and the EUT, whatever the impedance of 

the rnains is, over the working frequency range. For the impedance to ground when looking in the 
EUT-p connector with the rnains short-circuited to ground, we have 

1 -m2CpLpRp + jmLP m»t z = 2 2 R p
2 

= soo. 
' -m2Cp2Lp + jmCp2Rp2 +1 

The actual values are lower resulting in ZJ = 36.140 at lSOkHz and ZJ = SOO at 30MHz. 

For the impedance to ground when lookingacross Rp
2 

we have 

Z
z = -mzCp2LpRp2 +Rp2 m»t 

-------'-------=------=-- ___;.;__;;_~ R p = soo . 
' -m2Cp2 LP + jmCp2R p2 + 1 2 

The actual values are lower resulting in Z? = 32.290 at lSOkHz and Z? = SOO at 30MHz. 

For the impedance to ground when looking in the EUT-p connector with the rnains open, we have 

2 3. = -jw
3
RP,CP,CP,LP-ai(RP,RP,CP,CP, +Cp,Lp)+ jw(RP,CP, +Rp,Cp,)+l w»t 

__ ___;:__.:___:__ __ __:_-:-----=-___:___::_____;:__--'-----:-~___,_,__,__----=-..,.......:-=-----~ R p = son , 
' -jw3Cp,Cp,Lp-w2 (RP,CP,CP, +RP,CP,CP,)+ jw(CP, +Cp,) ' 

and for the impedance to ground when looking across R P, we have 

z4 = -jw3Rp,Cp,Cp,Lp-w
2
RP,RP,CP,CP, + jw(RP,CP, +Rp,Cp,) 

' -jw3CP,CP,LP-w2 (RP,CP,CP, +RP,CP,CP,)+ jw(CP, +Cp,) 

w» 1 
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Since the measured signalis in the range of -20dB,uV = O.l,uV to lOOdB,uV = O.lV, special care 

must he taken to reduce influences not caused by the switched mode power supply. The hf 
disturbances which are already on the rnains are attenuated by the input inductor and the capacitor 
to ground. The SO,uH inductor combined with the lO,uF capacitor to ground are preventing 

disturbances of the switched mode power supply to he injected in the mains. 

The voltages measured with this LISN are limited for Class B equipment to the levels stated in 
Table ( 6.1 ). 

Frequency Quasi Peak [dB ,uV] Average [dB,uV] 
[MHz] 
0.15-0.5 66-56 56-46 

0.5-5 56 46 

5-30 60 50 

Table ( 6.1) Limits of conducted noise 

6.2 Sourees of EMI disturbances 
Several effects are causing EMI disturbances. Differential mode currents are mainly produced by the 
current through ESR of the input capacitor. The switching character of the current through this 
capacitor is causing voltage spikes across theESRand can be measured by the dB ,uV meter. 

The main part of the common mode current is produced due to the voltage difference across the 
cross talk capacitor between the primary and secondary side. A change in the construction of the 
transformer, which results in areduce of the voltage across the capacitance, reduces these 
disturbances as shown in Fig. ( 6.2 ). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 6.2) (a) Layout of the transfarmer (b) electrical connections 

Using this construction we use the bias winding as a shield between primary and secondary side. 
Important is that the two grounds, points® and IJJ, are at the same side of the bobbin. For the 
capacitance between the secondary and bias winding we have 

i = C dVbs 
Ct,, bs dt 
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This current, ie"' , will he decrease if the voltage diEferenee between the bias and secondary 

windingsis low. A Y-capacitor will create a short circuit for the remairring common mode current. 

Concerning the printer circuit board layout we have tried to reduce capacitive coupling with the 
environment in order to reduce common mode currents. This is clone by reducing the capper area 
of planes and wires. Magnetic coupling is reduced by reducing loop areas, especially the loops input 
capacitor, VIPer20, transfarmer and transformer, secondary diode, secondary capacitor and the 
loop diode bridge, input capacitor. See Fig. { 3.16) for the final printed circuit board layout. 

6.3 Measurements 
The vector sum of the common and differential mode currents is measured using the LISN as 
described before. The converter was operating at maximum load. The results are given in 
Fig. ( 6.3 ). 
d81JV 
100~,--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 

---· AV 

-~~~~~~--~~~~--~~~--~ 

0.009 0.1 1.0 10.0 30.0 0009 0.1 1.0 10.0 30.0 
MHz MHZ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 6.3) EMI measurements (a) at V De= llOV and (b) at V De= 230V 

The switching frequency at 125kHz is clearly present in the spectrum. The rise in amplitude 
around lMHz and 6MHzis aresult of the ringing of LP, La and CP, as shown in Fig. ( 6.4 ). 

119ooklli' 
~ ~ 

~ IJ 
11 I v rv rr \I\ I/V' 

V V 

"1 

Fig. ( 6.4) A typical drain-souree voltage showing the low and high frequency ringing 

From Fig. { 6.3) we can conclude that the expected EMI problems failed to occur. The battery 
charger met the EMI specifications at bath the input voltages 
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7. Measurements 
In this Chapter some general measurement are clone to check the working of the power supply and 
if the targets as stated in the introduetion are met. 

7.1 Load Curve 

We measured Vo versus Jo at V Ac= llOV and VAC = 230V as listed in Table ( 7.1) and depicted 
in Fig. ( 7.1 ). 

VAC = llOV VAC = 230V 

Jo[ mA] Vo[VJ Jo[ mA] vo[v] 

50 6.574 50 6.576 
276 6.574 390 6.575 
362 6.573 499 6.574 
480 6.573 680 6.574 
563 6.573 740 6.573 
715 6.572 767 6.573 
797 6.570 800 6.565 
802 6.499 801 6.505 
803 6.405 807 6.279 
812 6.008 813 6.009 
817 5.518 819 5.510 
820 5.015 821 4.984 
821 4.560 823 4.498 
823 4.075 827 3.993 
827 3.569 833 3.523 
829 2.919 841 2.874 

Table ( 7.1) M easured output current and voltage. 

7.000 .-------------------, 7.000 .-------------------, 

6.000 

............................................. ·~· ... '\ ... -~ 
6.000 

5.000 5.000 

4.000 4.000 

~ 
J.OOO I : 

~ 
J.OOO 

2.000 2.000 

1.000 1.000 

0.000 0.000 -1------~t------__;_--+_;"__-1 

0.000 0200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 

lo lo 

(a) (b) 

Fig. ( 7.1) Vo versus Jo at V Ac= llOV and V Ac= 230V. 

From Table ( 7.1) we have that the maximum voltage error is 74mV which is below the expected 
level of 425mV. The output current is within it's limitsof ±10% as denoted by the dotted lines in 
Table ( 7.1 ). 
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7.2 Switching Frequency 
The minimum and maximum switching frequency are both measured. For the minimum switching 
frequency we have 1

0 
= SlmA and Vo = 6.51V resulting in ~ = 332mW. Using a oscilloscope we 

measured 5 P = 0.9% and !, = 29kHz. The theoretica! calculated value in this working condition 

can be calculated using 

rmill V~c5~rt (375V)
2 

·0.009
2 

·0.8 kHz 
J s = = = 30.02 . 
' 2~LP 2·332mW·458.64.uH 

From this we have that the actual switching frequency is 3.40% to low. For the maximum 
frequency it doesn't really matter which input voltage we apply since the frequency will not 
influence the switching frequency at maximum load. The output conditions are Jo = 780mA and 

Vo = 6.33V resulting in ~ = 4.96W. Again using an oscilloscope we measured 5 P = 7% and 

!, = 113kHz. The theoretica! calculated value in this working condition can be calculated using 

/,max = V~c5~17 = (375V)
2 

·0.07
2 

·0.8 = 121.16kHz. 
' 2~LP 2·4.96mW·458.64.uH 

From this we have that the actual switching frequency is 6.73% to low. 

7.3 Stand-by Power 
We measured the input current and voltage at no output load in order to obtain the stand-by 
power. The results are depicted in Table ( 7.2 ). 

VAc[VJ !Ac[ mA] Psm[ mWJ 
110 7 770 
230 3 700 

Table ( 7. 2) Results of the stand-by power measurements 

7.4 Load Regu/ation 

VAc[V] Jo[ mA] vo[v] ~[WJ 
258 802 6.41 5.14 
231 800 6.39 5.11 
200 799 6.38 5.10 
171 797 6.38 5.08 
140 794 6.34 5.03 
110 792 6.32 5.01 
85 791 6.31 4.99 

Table ( 7.3) Output power as function of the input voltage 

Using some linear regression we have ~ = 4.917 + 8.739 ·10-4 V Ac, which is valid for 

85V s V Ac s 258V. From Table ( 7.3) we have a load regulation of 1.6%. 
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Fig. ( 7. 2) Measured and calculated laad regulation 

7.5 Temperafure Dependent Measurements 

The following V
0 

versus Jo measurements are clone at different ambient temperatures form -So C 

up to 85°C without casing at VAC = llOV and VAC = 230V. The results are depicted in Fig. ( 

7.3 ). 
7.rXXJ 7.rXXJ 
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Fig. ( 7.3) Measured V
0 

versus Jo curves at (a) llOV and (b). 230V 

The verticallines denote the allowed toleranee in the current regulation and as will he clear, the 
curves are within the allowed area. An output voltage of 3V is guaranteed as shown in Fig. ( 7.3 ). 

We also measured the temperature of the transfarmer when the converter is in a 30cc casing. For 
the results see Table ( 7.4) 

Vo[V] Jo[ mA] Tanb[ oe] Ttr~fomrr [ 0 c] 
6.51 796 45 93 
6.57 799 50 98 
6.54 795 55 103 
6.57 700 55 98 

Table ( 7. 4) Measured transfarmer temperature as Junction of the ambient temperature at maximum 
outputpowerand V Ac= 230V. 
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7. 6 Output Ripple and Noise 
The maximum output voltage and . 1 current nppJe are measure d · g a artificial battery as load. usm 

Output voltage Output 
ripple and current ripple 

notse and noise 

[ mVpk-pk] [ mApk-pk] 

<65 <10 

Table ( 7.5) Maximum output voltage and current ripple 

7. 7 Short Circuit Output Current 

The output current while short circuited is measured at V Ac= 110V and VAC = 230V. The 

results are depicted in Table ( 7.6 ). 

VAc[V] /
0

[ mA] 
110 196 
230 394 

Table(7.6)Measuredshortcircuitoutputcurrentsat VAc = 110V and VAc = 230V 

7.8 Electrica/ Volume 
Sirree the transfarmer bobbin is hand made, it is 1.5mm bigger in height as necessary. We therefore 
calculated the electrical volume for the actual and a precisely fitting bobbin. See Table ( 7.7) for 
numerical results. 

lenrz.th [mm] depth [mm] heirz.ht [mm] volume [ cm3
] 

Actual bobbin 47.65 30.10 18.80 26.96 
Perfect bobbin 47.65 30.10 17.30 24.81 

Table ( 7. 7) Electrical volume with different transfarmer bobbins 
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Regarding the VIPer20 several remarkscan be made about the advantages and disadvantages. The 
adjustable frequency up to 200kHz is one of the advantages and is used to prevent the battery 
charger to operate in burst mode at high input voltages and low output loads. The switching 
frequency is measured at minimal output load and maximum input voltage. The measured 
switching frequency is 3.4% too low. At maximum output load we measured a switchinf 
frequency of 6.7% to low. 

Another advantage of the VIPer20 is the undervoltage lockout, which is used to create the current 
foldback function. Measurements show that 3V output voltage is guaranteed in current regulation. 
Below 3 V the current decreases to the short circuit current 

Calculations and measurements show conformity in the high switching losses of the VIPer20. 
These losses are caused by the big drain-souree capacitance of the MOSFet, sirree it can handle twice 
the needed output power. Consiclering this, a smaller MOSPet is appreciable. 

The expected EMI problems caused by the dectrical coupling between the drain and casing did not 
occur. The bi-layer printed circuit board with a earth plane at the top side, reduced the capacitive 
coupling with the environment effectively. The results of the EMI measurements were conform the 
EMI regulations. 

Regarding the battery charger in general, several remarks can be made. Replacing the traditional 
output capacitor by a CLC-filter, build up with ceramic multilayer capacitors, results in a reduction 
of the dectrical volume, while retaining a low output voltage ripple. The measured voltage ripple is 
in accordance with the specifications. 

The calculated dectrical efficiency of the battery charger is in accordance with the measured 
efficiency. The VIPer20 dissipates the most, especially at high input voltages due to the high 
switching losses. At low input voltages, the inrush current limiting resistor dissipates a lot, due to 
the increase of the RMS input current. The secondary diode dissipates a lot at all input voltages. At 
this point the bi-directional flyback converter holds the promise of yielding outstanding results. 

The open loop gain and phase measurements in voltage and current regulation mode are in 
confirmation with the calculations. From this we can conclude that the calculated dynamic small 
signal (AC) models are representative for battery charger in both the operating modes. 

We did not manage to remain within the 20cc dectrical volume. Because of the handmade 
transfarmer bobbin we have an dectrical volume of 27 cc, which can he reduced to 25cc, if the 
transfarmer bobbin is machine-made. Neverthdess, the target of 20cc dectrical volume is possible 
when using flying leads. This can be investigated in successive projects. 

Despite of some interesting features of the VIPer20 it is not the best salution to he used in battery 
chargers. The nowadays increasing demand of very low standby losses (:=:;lOOm W) can not he 
answered when using a VIPer20. The high drain-souree capacitance is inevitable when using a 
VIPer20. The idea, as represented, of switching frequency reduction is interesting, also for reducing 
the switching losses. A possible implementation as a feature in VIPer20 alike integrated flyback 
solutions should he considered. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A Fourier Transform of a Triangular Shaped Signal 
The primary and secondary currents are triangular shaped with death times in between and 
therefore we can not apply basic network theory. To avoid this problem, we use a Fourier 
transfarm with respect to time to decompose the signal in it's harmonie contents. The primary and 
secondary currents are depicted in Fig. ( A.l ) . 

lP,!,[ A] 

Î, ----

0 

Fig. ( A.l) The ideal primary and secondary current. 

if 8PT < t < T 

The primary current can he written using it's Fourier coefficients 

~ ( 27mt ) ~ 27mt ) Ip(t) = a6 + L..Ja! cos -- +b! s -- , 
Pl T T 

a P = }:__ 
8

JPT Î _r_ cos( 2nnr )d r 
n T P8T T ' 

0 p 

bP = }:__ <iJPT Î -'-sin(2nnr)dr 
n T P8T T ' 

0 p 

and similar we can write for the secondary current 
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Is (t) =a~+ I>~ cos(
27mt) +b~ s:J 

27mt), 
~1 T u\ T 

1 8,T ( J as = - J Î 1-~ d T 0 T s 5T ' 
0 s 

2 
8,T ( J (2 ) s ~ T 7m1" 

a =- J I 1-- cos -- dr 
n T s 5T T ' 

0 s 

bs = }:_ 
8
J,T Î (1-~Js~27m')dr. 

n T s 5T T 
0 s 

E valuating the integrals results in 
1 ~ 

ag = -IP5 P' 
2 

A cos( 2mr5 P) + 2mr5 P sin( 2mr5 P) - 1 
at= lP 2 2 ' 

2n 1r 5P 

A sin( 2n7r5 P) - 2n7r5 P cos( 2n7r5 P) 
bt =lp 2 2 ' 

2n 1r 5P 
and for the secondary current 

1 A 

a~= 2/s5s, 

~ 1- cos(2n7r5s) 
as = I ------'----'-

n s 2 2 2 .s: ' n 1f U
5 

bs = Î 2n7r55 -sin( 2n7r5s) 
n s 2 2 2 5: • n 1f US 

Appendix 

As a check we printed the composed currents lp and Is in Fig. ( A.2 ). Since we are using the 

signals separately, the shift in time of the secondary current is not causing any problems. 

fp(t) 0.5 

I 

I 
I 

V 

I I 

I I I 

I~ I 

~ 
""-

""' ~ 
~ 

! 

) 

Fig. (A.2) The primary and secondary current afterinverse Fourier transfarm (n=500}. 
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Appendix B Circuit Diagram 
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Appendix C Bidirectional Flyback Converter 
In this chapter a navel type of flyback converter, the bidirectional flyback converter, will he 
presented. 

1 Working of Operation 
The bi-directional flyback converter, as depicted in Fig. ( C.l ), shows similarities with the 
conventional flyback converter. The only difference is that we are using energy, which is present at 
the secondary side, to discharge the drain-souree capacitor of the primary MOSFet in order to 
obtain zero voltage switching. The same is applied to the secondary MOSFet by using energy of the 
primary side. We will now explain one complete switching cycle of the converter in stationary 
state, which is seperated in 4 stages. Same typical wave farms are depicted in Fig. ( C.2 ). 

N:l Is 

C, 

Voc 

Fig ( C.J) Schematic circuit of the bi-directional flyback converter 

Stage 1 [ 0 ::::; t < 8 1 7] : 

Io 

Rr_ Vo 

In this interval the primary MOSFet is "on" and the secondary MOSFet is "off", resulting in an 
linear increasing primary current I P , since the primary inductance is connected to a constant 

voltage source, V DC • Electrical energy is converted to magnetic energy and stared in the airgap of 

the transformer. This interval is similar to the first interval of a conventional flyback converter. At 
t = 8 17 the primary MOSFet is switched "off". 

Stage 2 [ 8 17::::; t < 8 27]: 

Since the magnetic flux in the transfarmer care can nat decrease abruptly, I, is initiated. This 

current is able to flow because of drain souree capacitor in the secondary MOSFet. We can make 

use of this current since it discharges the capacitor, CJ]s, resulting in a decreasing drain souree 

voltage of the secondary MOSFet. By just waiting long enough, the body diode will start 
conducting and we are more or less able to switch at zero voltage, resulting in less switching losses 
in the secondary MOSFet. The secondary MOSFet will he "on" at t = 8 27. This interval is nat 

present using a conventional flyback converter. 

Stage 3 [ 8 2 7 ::::; t < 8 3 7] : 

The first part of this interval has similarities with a conventional flyback converter. During the first 
part of this interval the remaining part of the energy is transferred to the output laad and the 
secondary capacitor, resulting in a decreasing secondary current. At a certain point in time the 
secondary current reverses sign and becomes negative resulting in a flow of energy from the 
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capacitor to the transformer. When to switch the secondary MOSPet "off" depends on the control 
strategy and will be discussed below. The secondary MOSPet will be "off" at t = 83T. 

Stage 4 [ 83T st< T]: 

Since there is magnetic energy in the airgap of the transformer, a negative primary current will flow 
using the drain souree capacitor off the primary MOSPet. This results in a decreasing drain souree 

voltage, since C;}; is discharged. At a certain point the body diode of the primary MOSPet will 

start to conduct and again we can switch the MOSPet "on" at more or less zero voltage. This 
interval is also not present in a conventional flyback converter. 

Î, 

L/y 
VD~[V] 

V VDC +--
a N 

L/y 

.. 

s:r_:r 
u3 : : 

.-------, 

.. 

.. . . 

.. 

Fig. ( C.2) Typical currents and voltages of a bi-directional flyback converter 
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(b) 
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2 Control Strategy 
We will consider a possible control strategy, resulting in a variabie switching frequency. If we use 
variabie switching frequency then the secondary on time is constant and the primary on time is 
controlled by the reflected energy and the input voltage. The control strategy is to give the 
secondary a constant "on" time. In illustration of this see Fig. ( C.3 ), which shows three different 
situations. Using this type of control the secondary side acts like a partly reflecting energy mirror. 
The more energy is transferred to the secondary side, the more energy will he reflected beek to the 
primary side. This reflected energy is measured at the primary side by measuring the drain souree 
voltage of the primary MOSFet. If this drain souree voltage is to high then there should he more 
energy reflected and therefore the primary "on" time will he increased. Since this converter is 
working at the boundary of continuous and discontinuous mode the change in primary "on" time 
causes a change in the switching frequency. Since the power supplies are used as battery chargers a 
voltage and current regulation circuit needs to he implemented. One way to achieve this is to make 
the secondary "on" time a function of the output power ~ = Vlo, which is nat constant during 

one charging cycle of a battery as explained in the introduetion of this report. Where normally the 
information of the current and voltage control circuits control an optocoupler current, we now use 
this information to control the secondary "on" time. As will he clear the switching frequency is 
now a function of the output power and therefore nat constant. 

I,[A] 

~ 

I\ 
I\ 
I \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

· .. \ 
·.. \ 

· .. \ 
·. ~ 

Fig. ( C.3) Secondary current with variable Jrequency control. 1he dashed curve represents a situation 
when to much energy is transferred back to the primary side, the dotted curve represents a situation when 
there is no energy transferred to the primary side and the solid curve represents a situation when there is 
exactly enough energy is transferred to the primary side. 
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